
 

 Dance Dress Code and Policy 

PARENTS and STUDENTS: You are responsible for understanding and adhering to the Star Dance Dress Code and Policy 

before attending a dance. Not adhering to the dress code policy will result in non-admittance until an appropriate article 

of clothing is provided and worn. If a student is not admitted due to a dress code violation, a refund will not be given.  

Non-Formal Dance Events 

GIRLS: Girls must wear dresses, skirts, slacks or nice jeans. Shorts, men’s suits, leggings, yoga pants or distressed jeans 

with tears/rips will not be allowed. Shirts and dresses must have a modest neckline and show no cleavage. Two-piece 

dresses and pants/shirts must not expose the midriff. The back of the dress must fall above the bra, and bras must be 

worn and not exposed. Shorter dresses must not be any shorter than two inches below the fingertips and must not be 

skin-tight. No dresses with slits higher than two inches below fingertip. If the dress is above the knee, then bike shorts 

must be worn underneath the dress. No flips flops.  

GUYS: Collared shirts and nice jeans. No shorts, kilts, skirts, sandals, flip flops or T-shirts are allowed at the dances. 

 

Formal Dance Events 

GUYS: Collared shirt and slacks (required). Tuxedos, suits, and dress coats are optional. Absolutely no jeans, shorts, kilts, 

skirts, sandals, flip flops or T-shirts allowed at any formal dance. 

GIRLS: Girls must wear dresses. Tuxedos, slacks or suits will not be allowed. Dresses must have a modest neckline and 

show no cleavage. Two-piece dresses must not expose the midriff. The back of the dress must fall above the bra, and 

bras must be worn and not exposed. Strapless gowns or spaghetti strap dresses are acceptable and must follow the 

above guidelines. Shorter dresses must not be any shorter than two inches below the fingertips, and must not be skin-

tight. No dresses with slits higher than two inches below fingertip.  If the dress is above the knee then bike shorts must 

be worn underneath the gown.  

The following styles are not permitted at any Star dance: 

Plunging Neck Line/Slit too high    Backless       Short & shirred             Girls in Menswear
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